HONEYWELL BT4010

The BT4010 is an economy pull-on boot option, engineered to provide value and quality protection combined with maximum comfort.

Our first boot with an adjustable fit, each pair of boots comes standard with a pair of shims that can be used to configure the boots into three width options. In the most extreme working conditions, these boots are designed to provide the ultimate combination of rugged and comfortable protection.

SIZES

Widths: M, W, XW (each pair comes with two removable shims to customize your width)
- Half Sizes: 7½ to 12½
- Full Sizes: 6 to 15

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Flame-resistant, water-repellant leather
- Liquid protection lining package
- Nitrile rubber soles provide electrical hazard protection
- Textile midsole penetration resistance barrier
- Certified to NFPA 1971-2018
HONEYWELL BT4010 BOOT

OUTSOLE
The cemented outsole design uses a nitrile-butadiene rubber (NBR) sole with improved slip resistance for both wet and dry conditions. The diamond structure on the sole waist gives better stability on ladders. Self-cleaning lugs are complemented with dotted pattern for better surface contact.

PUNCTURE RESISTANT MIDSOLE
SWEN-FLEX® PRO black puncture resistant midsole withstands a penetration force of 1200 Newtons and has zero traceability on metal detectors with unmatched flexibility and ultra-lightweight construction.

BUMPER TOE
Fire resistant rubber covers entire frontal toe area and incorporates three lateral bumper cleats for extended durability. Outstanding resistance to toe area abrasion.

SAFETY TOE
Impact and corrosion resistant epoxy coated steel toe cap.

STEDAIR® REFLEX FABRIC BOOTIE SYSTEM
Woven polyester laminated to breathable membrane and nylon knit footwear moisture barrier fabric.
All seams are secured with premium Stedfast sealant tape.

BOOT STRAPS
Leather-reinforced, 1” wide pull-on straps attached to the exterior boot shaft with shield-shaped anchor design. Attached 2” below top line to provide easy hand access for donning without creating difficulty to turnout pants.

HEIGHT
14”

REFLECTIVE PIPING
Silver reflective trim with Aramid backing and inherent flame retardant property.

HEEL COUNTER & LOCK SYSTEM
Thermoplastic molded heel counter and foam system provide proper shaping in heel area ensuring superior fit, comfort, and durability, with reduced lower back and pelvic stress. Counter is lined with heavyweight textile from the inside for extra comfort.

LADDER SHANK
Steel with triple reinforcement ridges. Treated with zinc phosphate to prevent corrosion.

For more information
www.HoneywellFirstResponder.com
www.HoneywellSafety.com
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